San Antonio Bible Based Science Association Communique’                                         An independent nondenominational, nonprofit and volunteer, educational and evangelical, para-church outreach.
(P.O. Box 76104, S.A., TX. 78245) President - Scott Lane, 599-7240 * V. President - Dr. Daniel Harris, 674-6229
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                                       We confess the Bible to be the Word of God, Jesus Christ as The Lord, and young-earth scientific creationism. 

The SABBSA meeting scheduled for Tuesday, Dec. 12 was cancelled for safety reasons due to the icy weather that evening. Dr. Harris was scheduled to give a presentation on astronomy and the speed of light. That presentation will be rescheduled in the next couple of months. We will have two meetings in the month of January 2001. The first will be at our regularly scheduled place and time (second Tuesday of the month, Tuesday January 9, 7pm at Jim’s at Ramsey and San Pedro). We are scheduled for elections that evening as well as a brief side presentation by Dr. Harris. These two items may not fill up the evening, so you are invited to come prepared with a question or discussion topic you would like to see discussed that night. The second meeting of the month will occur the following Tuesday, January 16 at Parkhills Baptist Church (17747 San Pedro Ave., off the 281 South access road just south of 1604). This meeting will be at 7pm as usual, but dinner will not be served (please come after your dinner and ready to be fed spiritually). The speaker will be John Pendleton, a nondenominational evangelist from Mexico who has a unique creationist/evangelism ministry in Mexico. He gave a spectacular presentation when we last had him more than a year ago and we look forward to an update from him. 

It may be of interest to some of you to know the background of SABBSA and some of our leaders. Our organization started as a group to organize a “Back to Genesis” weekend with ICR. This movement was started by Ernie Hernandez who followed up on an invitation by ICR (in Acts & Facts) for people in South Texas to contact them about bringing them to our area. This small group of men who met at Ernie’s home for several months on Sunday afternoons starting in the fall of 1996. It was put together with people Ernie and his friends knew who had an interest in biblical creationism. The initial group included Dave Swinney, Ernie Hernandez, the late Earl White, Scott Lane, Dr. Daniel Harris, and Bill Quigley. Scott Lane brought in Dr. Ernest Gregory. Ernie soon added Dr. Paul Wilke and Glen Lunbery to this group. 

This small group organized a Pastor’s informational luncheon, distributed the promotional video “When Two Worldviews Collide,” solicited donations to defray the cost of the ICR conference, set up and got out publicity, set up Trinity Church as what turned out to be a marvelous location and served as hosts, parking lot attendants, ticket takers, book salesmen, and ushers. That seminar occurred on Feb. 21 and 22, 1997. The speakers were Dr. Henry Morris and Dr. John Morris. On Friday Feb. 21 they spoke to 3800 students in grades K-8 and 2700 high school students. That evening and Saturday over 500 adults enjoyed the general presentations. 

But, it was always this group’s vision that a local creationist organization continue the ministry in San Antonio after ICR left town. They became the initial board for SABBSA. Dr. Harris set up a table at the ICR seminar and took signatures of individuals who wished to join our fledgling organization. Ernie Hernandez, our founder, was elected as our first President (which only put formal recognition to what he had already been doing from the start). In the months after the “Back to Genesis” seminar, the board consulted creationist groups from other locales and the experience of Dr. Gregory to form a local association with an eye towards being a nonprofit organization. A statement of faith and a constitution were hashed out in the months thereafter. We initiated several events for the community including: showing the D. James Kennedy film “The Case for Creation”; and putting on a mock debate. We soon realized that we had need of a continuous meeting and fellowship format (rather than only occasional big events). This led to our moving our meetings to Tuesday evenings, making them dinner meetings and opening them to the public. 

We are not the first creationist organization in San Antonio, but we may be the most proactive and hopefully the most long lasting. Several of our current leadership were active in creation evangelism long before SABBSA came into being. Dr. Ernest Gregory along with Dr. Mal Lancaster has been at the forefront of this ministry in San Antonio and across Texas for more than 40 years. Both men are medical doctors. Dr. Gregory was a clinical professor of surgery at the UT Health Science Center and has been active in the local Baptist association for decades. He is known in to S.A. Baptists as one of the foremost conservative voices for Christ. His experience with previous creationist groups and their formation have been invaluable to SABBSA. His long time friend, Dr. Mal Lancaster (a cardiologist) has had such honors as being a NASA medical consultant at Brooks AFB. He continues his long creationist ministry today with frequent trips to former Russian states. There he has a unique ministry, as a medical man not indoctrinated with evolutionary dogma. He and ICR have found that since the fall of communism that Russia is a far more open, accepting and even hungry ministry field than in our country. He specializes in giving creation seminars to other doctors in Russia. He is well known and respected in creation circles internationally. Both of these men offer SABBSA a wealth of contacts developed over decades of service.

Dr. Daniel Harris has been in creation ministry for 20 years. He has taught creation seminars in churches and Christian schools. He has a part in the founding of two colleges and a private high school. He refused to refrain from expressing his views on God’s special creation as a faculty member at San Antonio College (even when told that if he continued to do so he would be let go). He brings special expertise both to his seminars and now SABBSA with his doctoral training in astrophysics.  Scott Lane, a math/science teacher locally has been presenting creation science seminars for 13 years in churches, public schools and now for SABBSA. He counts Dr. Bill Tierney (Head of the Biology Dept. at the Air Force Academy) and Dr. Duane Gish as his mentors in the creation field. They transformed him from a theistic evolutionist to scientific creationism with their seminars and writings.

Dr. Paul Wilke is a local dentist. Ernie Hernandez is an electrical engineer and computer specialist. Dave Swinney is a mainframe computer specialist. A recent addition to our board has been Mr. Harry Jackson, an electrical engineer and environmental program manager. We met Mr. Jackson and his wife on our first field trip to Glen Rose, Texas. They have been associated with Dr. Carl Baugh and the Creation Evidence Museum for three years. They have even participated in four paleontological digs with Dr. Baugh. All of these people give SABBSA a very unique mix of professional, technical and scientific expertise (as well as a wealth of contacts) which both benefits our organization and which can be put to service for you. Please check the resources page on our website (www.sabbsa.org) to find out how we can serve your church or civic organization. We hope to see all of you at our two meetings this month. Happy New Year from SABBSA!


  

